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Why We Make The HIPPOmate Lead
Preface
Many cities have passed legislation that require dogs to be on leash in
public areas; Having the dog wear a leash is a way of protecting the dog
and other persons on the street. Not to mention that in some areas
walking the dog without a leash is against the law.

To dog with love & dominating
What a important thing and a reason for wearing the dog leash that we
must do something to take care of the dog, not just a empty talk only , and
of course, we and other people on the street have a concern in the thing
is out of going to love dog, protect dog !!
We always speak to the dog’s faults and dog’s mistakes when walking on
the street, but the truth we found that the dog owners who seem to take
just about the responsibility.
Besides, we should stop to impute all faults to dogs, if we exact
understand what’s happened,
There is in time for making a self-examination and no more complaints to
dogs,
No doubt the dogs are living in society of human. They have no choice to get with all norm of society and to trust
people , when walking dog, in the event of troubles and there’re some from owner’s bad leashing, then we must
clear and redress the miscarriage of justice, .
Dog can not talk, but takes the action directly by instinct, we have to see the inside of dog thinking, so that we
have our ability to dominate dog and take care of them.
How about to get a right leash for walking dog on the street and begin building up the good trust between your
dog and you right now !!

You can enjoy in walking dog on the premise that must equip with
(A.) Absolutely dominate confidence in yourself as a leader.
When walking the dog in crowded places they can get easily confused and lost or they could be involved in car
accidents. Also, crowded places might cause them distress which might result in attacking a person. If the
owners can set the rules for dog and absolute dominate confidence in themselves as a leader, and most dogs
easily react to obey and feel at ease .

(B.) Get the right leash
Dog leash, preventing dogs from frightening or biting people or other animals, defecating and urinating in
inappropriate places, endangering traffic, digging up lawns, causing other damage, getting lost, and getting
away from owners.
Therefore, we need to have the self-confident thought first, and to know the leash is not viewed as a
punishment for a dog , meanwhile, having a dog leash with perfect size for keeping a good clearance and
leashing by a clear method of communication to ensure control that is the key factor in walking dog on the
street.
Walking exercises the whole you and your dog, not only uplifts the spirit but also breathe out the poisons of
tension , stress and worry. Go ahead, when you get ready !!

MORE DETAILS HERE...
Revolutionary construction
The 3 steps for walking dog

Everybody loves it
■The size of the HIPPOmate "smart R.P. leash" is perfect for walking your dog on the street and through any
other terrain. That gives you entire leisureliness in exercising both you and your dog.
■Its light weight design and durable construction supply the dog owner with relaxed control in lengthening
and/or retracting when needed.
■Other features including pull your dog closer but not very close, tight control of a dog in training or emergency
situations. The just about right leash can restrain the dog and also attract admiring remarks from other dog
owners.
■Give it a try. This unprecedented design is user friendly and is essential for dog owners like you.

The public praises from users
＊ The revolutionary invention is for walking dog , which is patented “Smart R.P. Leash” , it allows a good
control for protecting the dog and other persons on the street..
＊ When walking a dog of using the smart R.P. leash that you will never feel like other leashes with a heavy
device such as gripping a stone. On the contrary, it provides a light weight, a quite smooth operating and safe
from its smart construction which is composed of the tracking rings, Particularly, when you adjust the R.P. leash
of releasing or pulling that absolutely you can see clear and make sure the whole motions of lead’s lengthening
or retracting.
＊ The smart R.P. leash is well suited to walking dog on the street, because of its perfect size design,and very
easily retract to a perfect short length for close control and lengthen quick to the long lead.
＊ This perfect leash can train dog to pick up the orders insensibly in every walking via restraining the dog with
right clearance, especially for closer control is not very close and tight control as training,or sulking situations
but at the same time is not viewed as a punishment for a dog．
The smart R.P. leash is very friendly keeping love space to your dog and you both, To dog with love, we believe
in that you’ll love it !!
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USER: Mr. CHIA-HONG WU
OCCUPATION: ELECTRONICS ENGINEER
PLACE: TAI CHUNG CITY ,TAIWAN
DOG’S NAME/ AGE: COHIBA /6

The key that I do worry about the weaknesses of 2 old retracting type leashes were tugged to break by
my Cohiba, and the inside gear parts be run down that’s the cause we found !!
The HIPPOmate smart R.P. leash is more stable of changing to long or short , no doubt are comparing
more durable with the retracting type leash ,.
As the cost, HIPPOmate smart R.P. leash is with a price of nice to our profit, we love it !!

USER: Ms.ANGELA HWANG
VOCATION: TEACHER
PLACE: NEW TAIPEI CITY TAIWAN
DOG’S NAME/ AGE: PAO /5

My dog, PaoPao, is full of energy and always excited about going for a walk. However, PaoPao tends to
pull each time when I walk him. I tried using a shorter leash to keep him by my side. The traditional leash
I used was still too long for walking PaoPao, so I strapped it around my wrist to keep PaoPao close to me
and to gain a better control over him. It didnt work that well because of PaoPao's curiosity to explore the
environment where we walked that he couldn't stop pulling me and I could had twisted my wrist many
times.

By chance, I came across smart R.P. leash by HIPPOmate. I am just loving this product because it
provides me with a better control of PaoPao as a short leash can do, but also has the ability to adjust its
length as an auto retracting leash to satisfy PaoPao's needs in exploring the environment and my safety
when we go for a walk now. The material of smart R.P. leash by HIPPOmate is very durable and with a
good price, I truly think it is much a better leash compared to all the traditional and auto retracting
leashes I had used.
Now, I and PaoPao are enjoying the walk with ease and more fun time together.
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